
The Leader in Intelligent Dynamic Sensing

REVEAL® Arch
Kiosk System

Elevate Your In-Store Experience with an 
Elegant Display Guaranteed to Wow Customers

An elegant in-store display, our Arch 
Kiosk is available in Twin and Queen-
size options, capable of mapping  
couples. The side and overhead  
monitors of the Arch Kiosk create an 
immersive experience catering to both 
side and back sleepers.

Size Options to Suit Every Need

Choose from the spacious Queen size or the more compact 
Twin size, allowing retailers to customize their showroom lay-
out based on available space and customer preferences. The 
Arch Kiosk effortlessly blends functionality with style, making 
it an ideal addition to any mattress or furniture store.

Cutting-Edge Technology

The Arch Kiosk uses an innovative pressure mapping  
sensor that ensures seamless functionality and reliability 
during customer interactions. The state-of-the-art system 
measures customers’ comfort and support levels, allowing 
them to SEE what they FEEL and recommends a suitable  
mattress category.

Showcase Your Brand and 
Build Recognition

Use the standard REVEAL by XSENSOR graphics or customize 
them to showcase your brand. The possibilities are limitless  
with the winning combination of our REVEAL Arch system and 
your brand. The system consists of four (4) fully customizable 
panels that you can use to create unique graphics that align 
with your brand and messaging. 
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“This is the best purchase made 
for my store by far. From day one, 
the system made it easy for my 
customers and sales team.”

HOW REVEAL® BY XSENSOR CAN HELP YOU GROW YOUR MATTRESS BUSINESS

Increase mattress sales by 
providing a superior customer 
experience built on trust. 

The easy-to-use system  
allows new and existing 
sales staff to become trusted 
advisors and employ a  
consistent sales process.

Reduce return rates by fitting 
customers with a mattress 
best suited to their individual 
support and comfort needs.

Our Three-Step Process to Choosing the Right Mattress
Our simple three-step process ensures a seamless and innovative REVEAL experience for salespeople, and it 
empowers customers with real-time insights and mattress category recommendations, boosting their 
con idence in their choice — all in as little as ive minutes.
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What Our Customers Think of REVEAL
“It gives a better customer  
experience and leaves no room for 
ambiguity: people objectively know 
what they’ve just experienced 
when they’ve been sleep-
mapped.”Matt Smith

Snooze Mattress Company

Chris Chamberlin
George’s Furniture & Mattress
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